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No organization design or method of management In projecting its organization over the next ten
years, GE management states in its Organizationis perfect. And any form can suffer from a variety of

problems that develop because of the design itself. Planning Bulletin (September, 1976):
‘‘We’ve highlighted matrix organization. not be-This is particularly true when a company tries a new

form. In this article we look at one relatively new cause it’s a bandwagon that we want you all to jump
on, but rather that it’s a complex, difficult, and some-organization form—the matrix—which has gained

considerable popularity in recent years but which times frustrating form of organization to live with.
It’s also, however, a bellwether of things to come.has some significant pathologies. Before discussing

its ills, however, let us look for a moment at matrix But, when implemented well, it does offer much of
the best of both worlds. And all of us are going tomanagement and organization (see sidebar on page

132) and at how widespread the matrix is in U.S. have to learn how to utilize organization to prepare
managers to increasingly deal with high levels ofindustry today.

The list of well-known companies that are using complexity and ambiguity in situations where they
have to get results from people and components notsome form of a matrix is becoming long and impres-

sive. Take, for example, a company that has annual under their direct control. . . .
‘‘Successful experience in operating under a matrixsales of $14 billion and employs about 400,000 people

in scores of diverse businesses—General Electric. For constitutes better preparation for an individual to
run a huge diversified institution like General Elec-decades, despite the diversity of its businesses, GE

used one basic structure throughout its organization: tric—where so many complex, conflicting interests
must be balanced—than the product and functionalfive functional managers reporting to one general

manager. Employing the logic that a company must modes which have been our hallmark over the past
twenty years.’’organize to meet the particular needs of each busi-

ness, some GE groups, divisions, and departments, Other major corporations, in diverse activities,
such as Bechtel, Citibank, Dow Chemical, Shell Oil,which have found the pyramid form cumbersome,

have turned to the matrix as a fundamental alterna- Texas Instruments, and TRW, to mention a few, have
also turned to the matrix. Based on our studies oftive.
the matrix in these companies, we believe that while

Mr. Davis is professor of business administration at Columbia some of the matrix’s popularity is simply a passing
University Graduate School of Business and at Boston University fad, most uses of it are founded on solid business
School of Management. Mr. Lawrence is Wallace Brett Donham
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by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc., 1977. structure is that it facilitates a rapid management
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response to changing market and technical require-
ments. Further, it helps middle managers make What Is a Matrix?trade-off decisions from a general management per-
spective.

The identifying feature of a matrix organization isBecause the matrix is a relatively new form, how-
that some managers report to two bosses rather than

ever, the companies that have adopted it have of to the traditional single boss; there is a dual rather
necessity been learning on a trial and error basis. The than a single chain of command.
mistakes as well as the successes of these pioneers Companies tend to turn to matrix forms:
can be very informative to companies that follow 1. when it is absolutely essential that they be
their lead. Here, we present some of the more com- highly responsive to two sectors simultaneously,

such as markets and technology;mon problems that occur when a company uses a
2. when they face uncertainties that generate verymatrix form. For the sake of easy reference, we diag-

high information processing requirements; andnose each pathology first, then discuss its prevention
3. when they must deal with strong constraints onand treatment. By using this format, however, we do

financial and/or human resources.not mean to suggest that simple first-aid treatment
Matrix structures can help provide both flexibilityof pathologies will cure them.

and balanced decision making, but at the price of
complexity.

Matrix organization is more than a matrix struc-
ture. It must be reinforced by matrix systems suchIlls of the Matrix
as dual control and evaluation systems, by leaders
who operate comfortably with lateral decision mak-

Many of the ailments we discuss do arise in more ing, and by a culture that can negotiate open conflict
conventional organizations, but the matrix seems and a balance of power.
somewhat more vulnerable to these particular ones. In most matrix organizations there are dual com-
It is wise, therefore, for managers thinking of adopt- mand responsibilities assigned to functional depart-

ments (marketing, production, engineering, and soing a matrix to be familiar with the diagnoses,
forth) and to product or market departments. Theprevention, and treatment of nine particular patholo-
former are oriented to specialized in-house resourcesgies: tendencies toward anarchy, power struggles, se-
while the latter focus on outputs. Other matricesvere groupitis, collapse during economic crunch,
are split between area-based departments and eitherexcessive overhead, sinking to lower levels, uncon-
products or functions.trolled layering, navel gazing, and decision strangula-

Every matrix contains three unique and critical
tion. roles: the top manager who heads up and balances

the dual chains of command, the matrix bosses (func-
Tendencies toward anarchy tional, product, or area) who share subordinates, and

the managers who report to two different matrix
A formless state of confusion where people do not bosses. Each of these roles has its special require-

recognize a ‘‘boss’’ to whom they feel responsible. ments.
Aerospace companies were the first to adopt theDiagnosis—Many managers who have had no first-

matrix form, but now companies in many industries
hand familiarity with matrix organizations tend to (chemical, banking, insurance, packaged goods, elec-
have half-expressed fears that a matrix leads to anar- tronics, computer, and so forth) and in different fields
chy. Are these concerns based on real hazards? Actu- (hospitals, government agencies, and professional
ally today, a considerable number of organizations organizations) are adapting different forms of the ma-
are successfully using the matrix form, so we need trix.
not treat anarchy as a general hazard of the matrix.
However, there are certain conditions or major mis-
conceptions that could lead a company into the form-
less confusion that resembles anarchy.

Through firsthand experience we know of only one
organization that, using a ‘‘latent’’ matrix form, quite entire manufacturing, distribution, and financial sys-

tems went out of control leaving unfilled orders,literally came apart at the seams during a rather mild
economic recession. Following a fast-growth strat- closed factories, distressed inventories, and huge

debts in their wake.egy, this company used its high stock multiple to
acquire, and then completely assimilate, smaller Of course, there are many possible reasons why

this might have happened, but one perfectly reason-companies in the recreation equipment field. Within
a period of about six months the company changed able explanation is that the organization design failed

under stress. What was that design?from an exciting success to a dramatic disaster. Its
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Essentially, the organization used a functional be the best response. The crisis response is really
no mystery. The CEO must pull all key people andstructure. As it acquired each small company, top

management first encouraged the owners and general critical information into the center. He or she must
personally make all important decisions on a round-managers to leave, and then it attached the com-

pany’s three basic functions of sales, production, and the-clock schedule until the crisis is over. Then and
only then can he undertake the work of reshapingengineering to their counterparts in the parent orga-

nization. Within the parent marketing department, the organization so that it can withstand any future
shock such as a minor recession.a young aggressive product manager would be as-

signed to develop for the acquired product line a
comprehensive marketing plan that included mak- Power struggles
ing sales forecasts, promotion plans, pricing plans,

Managers jockey for power in many organizations,
projected earnings, and so forth. Once top manage-

but a matrix design almost encourages them to
ment approved the plan, it told the selected product

do so.
manager to hustle around and make his plan come
true. This is where the latent matrix came in. Diagnosis—The essence of a matrix is dual com-

mand. For such a form to survive there needs to beThe product manager would find himself working
across functional lines to try to coordinate produc- a balance of power, where its locus seems to shift

constantly, each party always jockeying to gain antion schedules, inventories, cash flow, and distribu-
tion patterns without any explicit and formal advantage. It is not enough simply to create the bal-

ance, but there must also be continual mechanismsagreements about the nature of his relationships
with the functional managers. Because he was locked for checking the imbalances that creep in.

In business organizations that operate with a bal-into his approved marketing plan, when sales slipped
behind schedule, his response was to exhort people ance of power form, there is a constant tendency

toward imbalance. As long as each group or dimen-to try harder rather than to cut back on production
runs. sion in an organization tries to maximize its own

advantage vis-à-vis others, there will be a continualBut once one or two things began to crumble, there
was not enough reserve in the system to keep every- balancing struggle for dominant power. A power

struggle in a matrix is qualitatively different fromthing else from going wrong. As the product manager
lost control, a power vacuum developed, into which that in a traditionally structured hierarchy because

in the latter it is clearly illegitimate. In the matrix,the functional managers fell, each grabbing for total
control. The result was that a mild recession trig- however, power struggles are inevitable; the bound-

aries of authority and responsibility overlap prompt-gered conditions approaching anarchy.
ing people to maximize their own advantage.Prevention—We believe the lesson of this experience

is loud and clear. Organizations should not rely too Prevention—Most top managers will find it exceed-
much on an informal or latent matrix to coordinate ingly difficult to forestall all power struggles. Equal
critical tasks. Relationships between functional and strength on the part of the two parties, however, will
product managers should be explicit so that people prevent struggles from reaching destructive heights.
are in approximate agreement about who is to do Friendly competition should be encouraged, but all-
what under various circumstances. Properly used, a out combat severely punished. Managers in a matrix
matrix does not leave such matters in an indefinite should push for their advantages but never with the
status; it is a definite structure and not a ‘‘free form’’ intention of eliminating those with whom they share
organization. power, and always with a perspective that encom-

A useful ‘‘anarchy index’’ is how many people in passes both positions.
an organization do not recognize one boss to whom

Treatment—The best way to ensure that powerthey feel responsible for a major part of their work.
struggles do not undermine the matrix is to makeIn a study of five medical schools, which are notori-
managers on the power axes aware that to win powerously anarchical, the one with the most explicit ma-
absolutely is to lose it ultimately. These managerstrix structure was also the one with the least number
need to see that the total victory of one dimensionof ‘‘bossless’’ people.1
only ends the balance, finishes the duality of com-

Treatment—Should the worst happen and a company mand, and destroys the matrix. They must see this
plunge into anarchy, true crisis management would sharing of power as an underlying principle, before

and during all of the ensuing and inevitable power
1. From the forthcoming article by M.R. Weisbord, M.P. Charns,

struggles.and P.R. Lawrence, ‘‘Organizational Dilemmas of Academic Medi-
Matrix managers have to recognize that they needcal Centers,’’ Journal of Applied Behavioral Science, Vol. XIV, No.

3. worthy adversaries, counterparts who can match
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them, to turn the conflict to constructive ends. For Yet all team members were constrained to listen to
these issues being discussed until a decision wasthis successful outcome three things are necessary.

First, matrix managers always have to maintain made, and were even expected to participate in the
discussion and influence the choice. Some individu-an institutional point of view, seeing their struggles

from a larger, shared perspective. Second, they have als seemed to enjoy the steady diet of meetings and
the chance to practice being a generalist.to jointly agree to remove other matrix managers

who, through weakness or whatever inability, are However, a larger number of people felt that their
time was being wasted and would have preferredlosing irretrievable ground. And, third, that they re-

place these weak managers with the strongest avail- leaving the decisions to the most informed people.
The engineers, in particular, complained that theable people—even if to do so means placing very

strong managers in weakened parts of the organiza- time they were spending in meetings was robbing
them of opportunities to strengthen their specialtion and reversing their power initiatives.

Another key element in stopping power struggles competence and identities. As well as noting these
personal reactions, senior managers reported a gen-before they get out of hand and destroy the balance is

the top level superior to whom the duelling managers eral disappointment with the speed and flexibility
of organizational responses.report. Because of this element, the matrix is a para-

dox—a shared-power system that depends on a strong
Prevention—Because the whole idea of a matrix orga-

individual, one who does not share the authority that
nization is still unfamiliar to many managers, it is

is delegated to him (say by the board), to arbitrate
understandable that they confuse it with processes

between his power-sharing subordinates.
such as group decision making. The key to preven-

The top manager has many vehicles for doing this:
tion is education. Top managers need to accompany

the amount of time he spends with one side of the
their strategic choice to move toward a matrix with a

matrix or the other, pay differentials, velocity of pro-
serious educational effort to clarify to all participants

motion, direct orders issued to one dimension and
what a matrix is and what it is not.

not to the other, and so forth. What he must do above
all, however, is protect the weak dimension in the Treatment—In the case of the multiproducts elec-

tronics company, the problem came to light while weorganization, not necessarily the weak manager in
charge of that dimension. were researching the matrix approach. Once senior

people had clearly diagnosed the problem, it was 90%
cured. Top management emphatically stated thatSevere groupitis
there was nothing sacred about group decisions and

The mistaken belief that matrix management is the
that it was not sensible to have all product team

same as group decision making.
members involved all the time. Once the line be-
tween individual and group matters was drawn ac-Diagnosis—The confusion of matrix behavior with

group decision making probably arises from the fact cording to who had information really relevant to a
decision, meetings became fewer and smaller andthat a matrix often evolves out of new project or

business teams, which do suggest a group decision work proceeded on a more economical and respon-
sive basis. The concept of teamwork was put in per-process. Under many circumstances, of course, it is

perfectly sensible for managers to make decisions in spective: as often as necessary and as little as
possible.groups. But managers should expect difficulties to

arise if they believe group decision making to be the
essence of matrix behavior. Collapse during economic crunch

We have seen one matrix organization that had a
When business declines, the matrix becomes the

severe case of ‘‘groupitis.’’ This multiproduct elec-
scapegoat for poor management and is discarded.

tronics company had a product manager and a prod-
uct team, comprised of specialists drawn from the Diagnosis—Matrix organizations that blossom dur-

ing periods of rapid growth and prosperity sometimesranks of every functional department, assigned to
every product. So far so good. But somehow the idea are cast away during periods of economic decline.

On reflection, we can understand this. In prosperousthat the matrix structure requires that all business
decisions be hammered out in group meetings be- times, companies often expand their business lines

and the markets they serve. The ensuing complexitycame prevalent in the organization. To make deci-
sions in other ways was considered illegitimate and may turn them toward matrix management and orga-

nization.not in the spirit of matrix operations.
Many of the decisions that had to be made about However, if these companies follow the normal

business cycle, there will be a period of two to fiveeach product involved detailed matters with which
only one or two people were regularly conversant. years before they experience another economic
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crunch which is more than enough time for the ma- building project. The heads of the subsidiaries act as
chief salesmen for their various services, and oftentrix concept to spread throughout a company. By that

time the matrix occupies a central place in company head up the bidding teams that put together sophisti-
cated proposals.conversations and is a familiar part of these organiza-

tions. Although there may still be some problems, As a proposal project proceeds, the selected project
manager is drawn into the team in anticipation ofthe matrix seems there to stay.

When the down part of the economic cycle begins, securing the contract. This ensures an orderly transi-
tion to the project management phase. The projectsenior management in these companies may become

appreciably bothered by the conflict between subor- office is given first-line responsibility for control of
costs, schedules, and quality of the project, but thedinates as well as by the apparent slowness with

which they respond to the situation. ‘‘We need deci- top management team from the parent company re-
views the project regularly as a backup.sive action’’ is their rallying cry.

In an authoritarian structure top management can The company has used the matrix to advantage in
weathering major shifts in both the availability ofact quickly because it need not consider the spec-

trum of opinion. Thinking there is no time for organi- business by market segment, for example, from
schools to hospitals, and the level of constructionzational toys and tinkering, the top level managers

take command in an almost, but not quite, forgotten activity. It maintains a cadre of professional special-
ists and project managers, who can be kept busyway, and ram their directives down the line. The

matrix is ‘‘done in.’’ during the lows of the cycle, which it rapidly expands
during the highs by subcontracting for temporary

Prevention—Top management can prevent this kind services.
of collapse of the matrix by employing general mana-

Treatment—This is one pathology that requires pre-gerial excellence, independent of the matrix, long
ventive treatment; we do not know of any cure.before the crunch arrives. Good planning, for exam-
When the matrix does collapse during an economicple, can often forecast downturns in the economic
crunch, it is very unlikely that it can be resurrected.cycle. Corporate structures such as the matrix should
At best, the organization will go back to its pendu-not have to change because of standard changes in
lum days, alternating between the centralized man-the business cycle. When management planning has
agement of the crunch period and the decentralizedbeen poor, however, the matrix is a readily available
freedoms of more prosperous times. Even if top man-scapegoat.
agement should try again, it is likely to get a negativeCompanies that experience severe economic
response from lower level managers. ‘‘They said theycrunches often make drastic changes in many direc-
were committed to the matrix, but at the first signtions at once: trimming product lines, closing offices,
of hard times all the nice words about the advantagesmaking massive personnel and budget cuts, and
of the matrix turned out to be just that—nice words.’’tightening managerial controls. The matrix is often
If a company’s conditioned response to hard timesdone in during this period for several reasons: it repre-
is to retrench, it should not attempt a matrix in thesents too great a risk; ‘‘it never really worked prop-
first place.erly’’ and giving it the coup de grace can disguise the

failure of implementation; and the quality of deci-
Excessive overheadsion making had not improved perforamce suffi-

ciently to counterbalance the hard times. Measures The fear of high costs associated with a matrix.
management can take to prevent this pathology do

Diagnosis—On the face of it, a matrix organizationnot lie within the matrix itself, as much as with
would seem to double management costs becauseimprovements in basic managerial skills and plan-
of its dual chain of command. This issue deservesning.
thoughtful consideration.A real estate and construction company provides

The limited amount of research on matrix over-an example of how a company can anticipate and
head costs indicates that in the initial phases over-flexibly respond to an economic crunch that demon-
head costs do in fact rise, but that, as a matrixstrates the strength rather than the weakness of the
matures, these extra costs disappear and are offsetmatrix. The company has developed a structure as
by productivity gains.2 Our experience supports thiswell as procedures that are especially well suited to
finding. In a large electronics company we observedthe economic uncertainties of the business. These
in some detail how initial overhead increases notinclude a set of fully owned subsidiaries each the

equivalent of a functional department in a manufac-
turing company and each the ‘‘home base’’ for varied 2. C.J. Middleton, ‘‘How to Set Up a Project Organization,’’ HBR

March–April 1967, p. 73.specialists needed to execute all phases of a major
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only necessarily occur in a matrix but also how they manager. Otherwise, their time is charged against
the budget of their function manager. The firm’s non-can inflate unnecessarily. In this case, the company

decided to employ the matrix design from the outset billable costs are, therefore, very conspicuous—both
by department and by individual consultant. Ofin setting up its new operating division at a new

plant site. course, some time charged to functional depart-
ments, such as background study, research work, andThis unique organizational experiment had a num-

ber of positive attributes, but one of its problems was time between assignments should by no means be
thought of as wasted. But management can budgetwith overhead costs. In staffing the new division, top

management filled every functional office and every such time in advance so that it can scrutinize the
variances from the budget.product manager’s slot with one full-time person.

This resulted in a relatively small division having As one senior manager in a consulting firm put it,
‘‘There is no place to hide in a matrix organization.’’top level managers as well as full-time functional

group and full-time product managers. Within This fact makes clear-cut demands on middle level
people and consequently puts pressure on them tomonths, however, this top heavy division was pared

down to more reasonable staffing levels; by assigning produce. For the long-term good of both the people
involved and the organization, top managers needindividuals to two or more slots, management got

costs under control. to keep such pressures from becoming too strong.
Because it is perfectly possible to get too much as

Prevention—The division’s problem was caused by
well as too little pressure, a creative tension is

top management’s assumption that each managerial
sought.

slot requires a full-time incumbent. Overstaffing is
much less liable to occur when an organization
evolves gradually from a conventional design into a Sinking to lower levels
matrix, and managers perform as both functional and

The matrix has some difficulty in staying alive atproduct managers. While this technique can be justi-
high levels of a corporation, and a correspondingfied as a transition strategy, it also has its hazards.
tendency to sink to group and division levels whereA safer route is to assign managers roles on the same
it thrives.side of the matrix (i.e., two functional jobs or two

product management jobs).
Diagnosis—Sinking may occur for two reasons. Ei-

As a final argument against the fear of overhead
ther senior management has not understood or been

costs, consider that no well-run organization would
able to implement the matrix concept as well as

adopt a matrix structure without the longer run ex-
lower level managers, or the matrix has found its

pectation that, at a given level of output, the costs
appropriate place. For example, if a company sets up

of operations would be lower than with other organi-
a matrix between its basic functional and product

zational forms. In what way can such economies be
groups, the product managers never truly relinquish

achieved?
their complete control, and the matrix fails to take

The potential economies come from two general
hold at the corporate level.

sources: fewer bad decisions and less featherbedding.
But, say, one or two of the managers find the idea

First and most important, the matrix can improve
to be useful within their divisions. Their own func-

quality of business decisions because it helps bring
tional specialists and project leaders can share the

the needed information and emphasis to bear on criti-
power they delegate and the design can survive

cal decisions in a timely fashion. The second source,
within subunits of the corporation. For example,

less featherbedding, is not so obvious, but potentially
Dow Chemical’s attempt to maintain the product/

of greater significance. How can it work?
geography balance at the top failed, but the function/
product balance held within the geographic areas forTreatment—Perhaps the clearest example of the ma-

trix’s potential to reduce redundancies in human re- several years.
When sinking occurs because of top managementsources is the way some consulting organizations

employ it. These firms usually set up a matrix of misunderstanding, it is likely to occur in conjunction
with other pathologies, particularly power struggles.functional specialists against client or account man-

agers. The body of other consultants are grouped with For instance, if many senior executives consider
adopting the matrix idea, but only one or a few reallytheir fellow specialists but are available for assign-

ment to projects under the leadership of account or become convinced of its worth, there is a danger:
those at the top who espouse a philosophy andclient managers.

From an accounting standpoint, therefore, consul- method they did not employ themselves will be pit-
ted against those who are able to show that it doestants’ time is directly billed to clients’ accounts

when they are working for an account or engagement work.
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Prevention—If the corporate top management thinks sometimes creates more problems than it solves. In
terms of the metaphor we have used in this article,through which dimensions of the company it must

balance, and at what level of aggregation, it can keep layering is a pathology only if the matrix begins to
metastasize. When this occurs, organization chartsthe matrix from sinking. For example, top managers

should ask themselves if all the business units need begin to resemble blueprints for a complex electronic
machine, relationships become unnecessarily com-to be balanced by central functional departments. If

the answer is no, then some business units should plex, and the matrix form may become more of a
burden than it is worth.operate as product divisions with the traditional pyr-

amid of command, while others share functional ser-
Prevention and treatment—The best remedies forvices in a partial matrix. However, sinking is not
uncontrolled layering are careful task analysis andalways bad and should be prevented only when it
reduced power struggles. We have seen a few casesindicates that an appropriate design is disintegrating.
where one dimension of a matrix was clearly losing
power to the other, so, adapting an ‘‘if you can’t beatTreatment—Before matrix management can run

smoothly, it must be in the proper location. As often ‘em, join ‘em’’ philosophy, it created a matrix within
its own dimension. A product unit, for example, de-as not, when a matrix sinks, it may simply be experi-

encing a healthy adjustment, and ought to be thought veloped its own functional expertise distinct from
the functional units at the next level up. The bestof as settling rather than as sinking. Settling is likely

to occur during the early stages of a matrix’s evolu- defense was a good offense, or so it seemed.
In two other cases, the international dvisions oftion and leads to manageable matrix units.

The question of size is a great concern for many two large companies each created its own matrix
by adding business managers as an overlay to itsmanagers who ask, in effect, ‘‘That sounds great for

a $250-million company with a few thousand em- geographic format, without reconciling these with
the managers who ran the domestic product/serviceployees, but can it work for a $2-billion or $3-billion

company with 50,000 employees? Its entire company groups. In each case, adequate conceptualization by
top managers would probably have simplified theis the size of one of our divisions.’’ Our experience

indicates that matrix management and organization organization design and forestalled the layering,
which occurred because of power maneuvers. Man-seems to function better when no more than 500

managers are involved in matrix relationships. But agement can treat this unhealthy state best by rebal-
ancing the matrix so that no manager of onethat does not rule out the $2-billion to $3-billion

company. In a company of 5,000 only about 50 man- dimension is either too threatened or pushed too
hard toward a power goal.agers are likely to be in the matrix; so in a company

with 50,000 employees only about 500 may need to Matrix design is complex enough without the addi-
tion of power struggles. A well-conceptualized ma-be involved in dual reporting lines. With that num-

ber, the people who need to coordinate regularly are trix is bound to be less complex and easier to manage
than one that is illogically organized.able to do so through communication networks that

are based on personal relations.
Whatever the size unit in which the matrix oper- Navel gazing

ates, the important thing is for management to have
Managers in a matrix can succumb to excessive in-reasoned carefully from an analysis of the task to the
ternal preoccupation and lose touch with the mar-design of the organization. Then, if settling occurs,
ketplace.it should be seen not as a pathology but as a self-

adjustment that suggests the organization’s capacity Diagnosis—Because a matrix fosters considerable in-
to evolve with growth. terdependence of people and tasks and demands ne-

gotiating skills on the part of its members, matrix
Uncontrolled layering managers sometimes tend to get absorbed in internal

relations at the expense of paying attention to theMatrices which lie within matrices which lie within
world outside the organization, particularly to cli-matrices result frequently from the dynamics of
ents. When this happens, an organization spendspower rather than from the logic of design.
more energy ironing out its own disputes than in
serving its customers. The outward focus disappearsDiagnosis—Sometimes matrices not only sink but

also cascade down the organization and filter through because the short-term demands of daily working
life have yet to be worked through.several levels and across several divisions. This lay-

ering process may or may not be pathological. In fact, The navel gazers are not at all lethargic; rather
they are involved in a heated fraternal love/hate affairit may be a rational and logical development of the

matrix, but we include it briefly here because it with each other. This inward preoccupation is more
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common in the early phases of a matrix, when the review the facts of the issue, which was then tabled
until, at the second meeting, the specialists clearednew behaviors are being learned, than in matrices

that have been operating for a few years. the matter with their functional bosses—who by this
process were each given a de facto veto over product

Prevention—Whatever other pathologies develop in
decisions.

a matrix, attention to their cure is bound to increase
This impossible clearing procedure represented, in

the internal focus of the members; so prevention of
our view, a failure of delegation, not of the matrix.

other pathologies will certainly reduce the likelihood
One needs to ask why the functional specialists

of this one occurring. Awareness of the tendency
could not be trusted to act on the spot in regard

will also help. Since the product dimension of the
to most product decisions in ways that would be

organization generally has a more external focus than
consistent with the general guidelines of their func-

the resource dimension, the responsibility for pre-
tional departments? Either the specialists were

venting an excessive introspection is not equally dis-
poorly selected, too inexperienced and badly in-

tributed. The product dimension people can help the
formed, or their superiors were lacking in a workable

others keep perspective, but a strong marketing ori-
degree of trust of one another. Regardless, this prob-

entation is the best preventative of all.
lem, and its prevention and treatment, needs to be
addressed directly without making a scapegoat of theTreatment—If the managers in the matrix are navel

gazing, the first step in the treatment is to make matrix.
these managers aware of the effects. Are customers
complaining a lot, or at least more than usual? Man- Escalation of conflict—Another possible source of

decision strangulation in matrix organizations oc-agers need to confront internal conflict, but also to
recognize that confrontation is secondary to main- curs when managers frequently or constantly refer

decisions up the dual chain of command. Seeing thattaining effective external relationships. Navel gazing
generally occurs when the matrix has been fully initi- one advantage of the conventional single chain of

command is that two disagreeing peers can go toated but not yet debugged. People accept it, but they
are engrossed in figuring out how to make it work. their shared boss for a resolution, managers unfamil-

iar with the matrix worry about this problem almostThe second step is to treat the inward focus as a
symptom of the underlying issue: how to institution- more than any other. They look at a matrix and real-

ize that the nearest shared boss might be the CEO,alize matrix relationships so that they become famil-
iar and comfortable routines, and so that people can who could be five or six echelons up. They realize

that not too many problems can be pushed up to thework through them without becoming obsessed by
them. Finally, it must always be remembered that CEO for resolution without creating the ultimate in

information overload. So, they think, will not theany form of organization is only a means and should
never become an end in itself. inevitable disagreement lead to a tremendous pileup

of unresolved conflict?
Certainly, this can happen in a malfunctioning ma-Decision strangulation

trix. Whether it does happen depends primarily on
Too much democracy, not enough action?

the depth of understanding that exists about required
Can moving into a matrix lead to the strangulation

matrix behavior on the part of managers in the dual
of the decision process, into endless delays for debate,

structure. Let us envision the following scene: a man-
for clearing with everybody in sight? Will decisions,

ager with two bosses gets sharply conflicting instruc-
no matter how well thought through, be made too

tions from his product and his functional bosses.
late to be of use? Will too many people have power

When he tries to reconcile his instructions without
to water down all bold initiatives or veto them out-

success, he quite properly asks for a session with his
right? Such conditions can arise in a matrix. We have

two bosses to resolve the matter. The three people
in mind three situations—constant clearing, escala-

meet, but the discussion bogs down, no resolution
tion of conflict, and unilateral style—each calling for

is reached, and neither boss gives way.
slightly different preventive action and treatment.

The two bosses then appeal the problem up a level
to their respective superiors in each of the two chainsConstant clearing—In one company we know of,

various functional specialists who reported to a sec- of command. This is the critical step. If the two
superiors properly understand matrix behavior, theyond boss, a product manager, picked up the idea that

they had to clear all issues with their own functional will first ascertain whether the dispute reflects an
unresolved broader policy issue. If it does not, theybosses before agreeing to product decisions. This

meant that every issue had to be discussed in at least know their proper step is to teach their subordinates
to resolve the problem themselves—not to solve ittwo meetings, if not more. During the first meeting,

the specialists and the product manager could only for them. In short, they would not let the unresolved
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problem escalate, but would force it back to the bugs, but the experiences that many companies are
acquiring with this organization form can now helpproper level for solution, and insist that the solution

be found promptly. others realize its benefits and avoid its pitfalls.
The matrix seems to have spread despite itself andOften, conflict cannot be resolved; it can, however,

be managed, which it must be if the matrix is to its pathologies: what was necessary was made desir-
able. It is difficult and complex, and human flexibil-work. Any other course of action would represent

management’s failure to comprehend the essential ity is required to arrive at organizational flexibility.
But the reverse is also true; success has given thenature of the design.

form legitimacy, and, as the concept spreads, famil-
Unilateral style—A third possible reason for deci- iarity seems to reduce the resistance and difficulties
sion strangulation in a matrix system can arise from people experience in using the matrix. Managers are
a very different source—personal style. Some manag- now beginning to say, ‘‘It isn’t that new or different
ers have the feeling they are not truly managing if after all.’’ This familiarity is a sign of acceptance,
they are not in a position to make crisp, unilateral more than of change or moderation of the design.
decisions. Identifying leadership with decisive ac- For generations managers lived with the happy fic-
tion, they become very frustrated when they have tion of dotted lines, indicating that a second re-
to engage in carefully reasoned debates about the porting line was necessary if not formal. The result
wisdom of what they want to do. had always been a sort of executive ménage à trois,

Such a manager is likely to feel frustrated even in a triangular arrangement where the manager had one
regard to a business problem whose resolution will legitimate relationship (the reporting line) and one
vitally affect functions other than his own, such as in that existed but was not granted equal privileges (the
a company that is experiencing critical dual pressure dotted line).
from the marketplace and from advancing technol- As executives develop greater confidence with the
ogy. A matrix that deliberately induces simultaneous matrix form, they bring the dotted line relationship
decision making between two or more perspectives out of the closet, and grant it legitimacy.
is likely to frustrate such a person even further. Each time another organization turns to the ma-

If managers start feeling emasculated by bilateral trix, it has a larger and more varied number of prede-
decision making, they are certain to be unhappy in cessors that have charted the way. The examples of
a matrix organization. In such cases the strangula- wider applicability suggest that the matrix is becom-
tion is in the eye of the beholder. Such people must ing less and less an experiment and more and more a
work on their personal decision-making style or look mature formulation in organization design. As more
for employment in a nonmatrix organization. organizations travel the learning curve, the curve

itself becomes an easier one to climb. Similarly, as
more managers gain experience operating in matrix
organizations, they are bound to spread this experi-
ence as some of them move, as they inevitably will,At Last, Legitimacy
into other organizations.

We believe that in the future matrix organizationsWe do not recommend that every company adopt
the matrix form. But where it is relevant, it can be- will become almost commonplace and that manag-

ers will speak less of the difficulties and pathologiescome an important part of an effective managerial
process. Like any new method it may develop serious of the matrix than of its advantages and benefits.
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